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Meeting daily needs and finding
common services near your home
is essential to reducing household
costs.
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neighborhoods & housing
A household’s expenses are more than just
rent or mortgage. They include utilities, food,
transportation and all those things we spend
money on every day. Typically, after rent or
mortgage, most of a household’s income is
spent on transportation.

When your house is far away from daily
needs and services, you may need to drive to
do simple things, like pick up that extra ingredient for dinner or take your child to daycare.
Being able to walk to common destinations
can significantly decrease household costs
by reducing the amount of money spent on
transportation.
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Neighborhoods

ACTION AREA:

housing & transportation costs • neighborhood
character • diversity of housing choices • amenities
nearby • infill • access to transit, jobs, services &
quality schools • affordable housing

Easy access to services is
necessary for complete, affordable
neighborhoods.
Unfortunately, many of Portland’s neighborhoods with services within walking distance
and a complete sidewalk system have become expensive or offer fewer affordable
housing choices for families. While rents or
mortgages are often less in areas with fewer
walkable destinations and amenities, these
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areas offer residents fewer
transportation
choices. Often, residents in these areas
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must use their cars to meet
daily
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Neighborhood change*
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Most Change
human
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South Portland — 2,107 dwellings
Downtown — 1,663
dwellings
human
health
economic
vitality
Pearl — 1,023 dwellings
Powellhurst-Gilbert
— 1,310 dwellings
connections
& access
Portsmouth — 961 dwellings

environmental health

Least Change
Laurelhurst — 9 dwellings
community design
Russell — 8 dwellings
Lloyd District — 3 dwellings
human health
Sunderland — 2 dwellings
Healy Heights — 1 dwelling

*Neighborhood change is based on the number of new dwelling
units constructed between 2004 and 2008
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Creating more opportunities for Portlanders to live in all areas of the city by providing multi-bedroom apartments, mixed-use
buildings on commercial streets, attached
housing and accessory dwelling units or
“granny flats,” may help reduce household
costs and make Portland more affordable
for more residents.

Residential Unit Land Demand and Supply
Background Report.
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Housing Forecasts
Like it or not, forecasts project that in
2035 there will be more people in Portland
than there are today. Metro, our regional
government, forecasts the region will
gain between 464,000 and 620,000 new
households between now and 2035. Approximately 21 to 25 percent, or 117,000 to
133,000, of those households are expected
to locate in Portland by 2035.

Based on existing zoning patterns, there
is already capacity to accommodate the
expected number of new households, but
more households will not come without
significant change. One of Portlanders’ jobs,
through the Portland Plan and beyond, is to
figure out how to use these changes to our
advantage, to make Portland a more prosperous, healthy and equitable city.
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The pie charts on this page show both our current
housing stock and the diversity of new housing that was
constructed between 2004 and 2008.

Similar changes have occurred in the
past. In 1980, Portland was home to about
158,850 households. Between 1980 and
2007, Portland added approximately 79,250
households. By 2007 there were 238,000 in
the city.

Consider...
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1 Does your neighborhood provide a range
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of housing choices? What types are
missing? Where are there opportunities
for infill or redevelopment that could
provide these needed housing types?
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Household Affordability
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2 How do we ensure that Portland
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residents have housing choices they
can afford in neighborhoods with good
access to transit, jobs, services and
quality schools?
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It is important to note that since 1980, Portland has grown in size, as well as population. In 1980, many of the neighborhoods
east of I-205 and other neighborhoods like
Cully, were not within city bounderies.

Some Portlanders have moved around the
city and region in search of more affordable housing only to find their transportation costs rise because some of our affordable neighborhoods are farther away from
employment areas and do not have many
services within walking distance. This means
residents must spend more time and more
money to meet daily needs.

civic life

When looking at household affordability as
the combination of housing and transportation costs, it becomes clear that there are
limited affordable places for many Portland
households.

economic vitality
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The forecast models suggest that many of
our new households will settle in Central
Portland and surrounding areas, like South
Waterfront and the Pearl District. While
notable change is also projected in East
and North Portland, the projected increases
in population in Central Portland dwarf all
other areas of the city. Detailed information about the forecasts is provided in the

Housing Diversity

A diverse housing stock provides residents
of all incomes, ages, needs and priorities
a greater ability to choose where and how
they want to live.
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3 How should Portland spend its limited
housing funds? Should it build fewer
housing units in expensive, closer-in
neighborhoods with better transportation
connections? Or, is it better to provide as
much affordable housing as possible and
spread it throughout the City, even in
areas with fewer amenities?

environmental health
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4. Have you calculated the combined cost
of housing and transportations for your
own household? What percent of your
income do you allocate for those two
things?
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Read more...
Portland Plan Background Reports
Housing Supply • Housing Affordability • Infrastructure
Condition and Capacity • Urban Form

Related Reports and Projects
Home Again: 10-Year Plan to End Homelessness • Coalition for a Livable Future’s Regional Equity Atlas • Parks 2020 Vision

Links to all listed reports and projects are provided at the end of this
handbook.
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While Portland is known nationally for
managing growth effectively, managing
the anticipated change over the next two
decades will not be simple. More people
means change on our main streets, and in
our town centers and neighborhoods. For
some people, change is an exciting and
welcome dynamic. For others, change can
be unsettling and intimidating.
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Housing and transportation costs often make
up the majority of a household’s budget. On
average Portlanders spend about 49 percent
of their household budget on housing and
transportation. Lower income families spend
considerably more, between 64 to 79 percent of their budget on housing and transportation. This leaves little money left for
food, healthcare and supplemental education, to name a few basic needs.
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